
Scout Gaming launches 1 Million Euro Fantasy Premier League
Season Game
As the leading B2B fantasy sports provider, Scout Gaming Group is following up last year’s “quarter of a
mill” Premier League Season Game by offering €1,000,000 guaranteed prize pool for this season. With
50,000 available seats at €25 each, the competition promises to pay out 1,250 prizes, with the 1st place
securing €200,000. The tournament will be available for Scout Gaming’s clients in the world-wide network.

Scout Gaming’s seasonal game has similarities to the popular official Fantasy Premier League game with regards to budget,
number of players, and some of the scoring rules. There are prizes for best manager per month and even per game week. A side
tournament for the high rollers is provided as well, with a hefty buy-in of €2,625.

“We are very pleased on a global basis, first time ever, offer a life changing money prize pool for the upcoming start of Premier
League. Outside the US, Premier League is considered to be number one Fantasy Game, the official Fantasy Premier League,
free-to-play game, which currently attracts between 6-7 millions players has experienced heavy growth the recent years. On the
backbone of that and the general interest from our partners enables us to provide this record-breaking prize sum”, comments
Andreas Sundal, CPO and Co-founder, Scout Gaming.

Even with the season game around the corner, Scout Gaming Group is first and foremost a sports game provider focusing on the
player performance, by offering a wide variety of sports and leagues with real money DFS buy-ins and prizes, including: NBA
Basket, NHL hockey, an increasing set of Esports, MLB baseball, NFL football, UFC Mixed Martial Arts, Grand Slam tennis, IPL
Cricket and of course soccer and several of local leagues globally.

Additionally, Scout Gaming Group is a pioneer in offering betting markets on fantasy points duels, matchups, and over/under
fantasy points. Using the same scoring system as for DFS, it is possible to set up duels between players from different matches,
and even from different sports.

“We have a clear focus on offering the most interesting betting products for player-oriented bets, including both traditional DFS,
but also above stated markets and other newly developed products. Even after the American reregulation, DFS is an essential
product on the American sports betting market – something that is spreading world-wide as well. We are very pleased to so far
been entrusted from a couple of leading operators, including for example the market leader in Greece, Stoiximan, the state-
governed leading Norweigan operator Norsk Tipping among others”, continues Andreas Sundal, CPO and Co-founder, Scout
Gaming.

For further information, please contact:
Andreas Sundal, Chief Product Officer and Co-founder
Tel: +47 40850013
Email: andreas.sundal@scoutgaminggroup.com

About Scout Gaming Group
Scout Gaming Group is a licensed and regulated provider of B2B Daily Fantasy Sports. The company offers a flexible and
customizable network-based Fantasy Sports solution with support for most sports and leaguesthrough an in-house StatCenter
which also provides real-time information to players. Local sports can beprovided on request. The Group is headquartered in
Stockholm, Sweden with development and operations in Bergen, Norway. Scout Gaming is listed at Stockholm Nasdaq First
North.


